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Chapter 2392
After asking this sentence, Darius already knew it.
The parents’ question should be about Galia’s scolding of Yi Yun in
the Fu Group. It is estimated that Yi Yun told her parents as soon as
she came out, and her parents called again.
What a pampered girl.
Can’t afford to lose a little bit.
If she suffers a loss, she will tell her parents.
Before waiting for his parents to answer, Darius turned to the phone in
his father’s hand and listened to what was being said on the other
end.
There is a woman crying: “Master, madam, our Yi family is extremely
loyal to your Shu family. Our family of three follows the three young
masters and has taken care of them since childhood. It can be said
that we take care of them in every possible way. I really fulfill myself,
we just have just returned to China and just returned to China.
Woohoo …
Master, you must be the master for my Yi Yun

. For being too old lady, really, my life is on the line…”
“I know, Uncle Yi and Aunt Yi.” At this time, Darius spoke up.
“Ah, Master Ming Zhen? Is that you, Master Ming Zhen?” At the other
end, Yi Yun’s mother stopped crying, but shouted with sincerity and
fear.
Darius was still very polite.
But there was a fire on his chest: “I’m Ming Zhen, Aunt Yi.”
“Master Ming Zhen, Yi Yun, Yi Yun is just a little anxious. Do you
know why Yi Yun is in such a hurry? She is so you don’t have to worry
about her anymore. Didn’t she just go on a blind date secretly, little
girls. When she was naughty, did she do anything wicked?
Should she be taken to the police station?
After all, we, Yi Yun, are the children of servants.
No one loves or loves anyone.
If it were a family of the world’s top nobles The girl who secretly ran
out to Mr. Fu’s office to look around and recognized the wrong person.
Maybe it was a good story. Everyone would think that this little girl is
really cute . She
is cute and naughty.
She is also very brave.
Look!
Others do it . This little girl can do things that can’t be done. In
the end, it’s different from ordinary girls. What
about our Yiyun?
I’m from a domestic helper, can’t a child from a domestic helper be
able to do one thing in a lifetime? What’s wrong?

Do something out of the ordinary and send it directly to the police
station?” At the
end, Yi Yun’s mother cried extremely aggrieved, and the voice was
louder.
Darius: “…”
At this moment, he has nothing to say.
In the end is the weaker party.
Even if Yiyun is wrong again, since Yiyun’s mother said so, what can
he say?
It seems that Yi Yun said the same thing.
If one day, Arron’s child, Shen Weiwei, no matter where Shen Weiwei
goes, as long as someone knows Shen Weiwei’s identity, no one will
blame this ghostly little queen.
First of all, he Darius will not.
Could this be the reason for the different identities.
Perhaps.
There was a sense of guilt in Darius’s heart.
Even if it was not Darius but Arron who sent Yi Yun to the police
station, Darius also sincerely apologized: “I’m sorry, Uncle Yi, Aunt Yi,
we didn’t take good care of Yi Yun, and now hand Yi Yun to the Shu
family, you can rest assured. Our Shu family will not treat Yi Yun
slowly.”
“And that Galia!” Yi Yun’s mother suddenly asked angrily.
Darius: “Aunt Yi…” Before
he could speak, Yi Yun’s mother became more and more angry: “How
old is she! How old is she, she is not as old as our Yi Yun! Even if he
is from the Shu family Young lady! But what kind of prestige!

She only came to the Shu family for a few days!
Our Yi family has been in the Shu family for almost a hundred years!
We have served and taken care of the Shu family for generations.
Our relationship with the Shu family , inseparable!

Chapter 2393
She, a little daughter-in-law who has just joined in, wants to torture us
domestic servants who have made great contributions to death? ?
Where did she marry the Shu family!
She was clearly going to destroy the Shu family!
Ruined the good reputation of the Shu family for a hundred years!
Darius saw that Yi Yun’s mother was angry, and didn’t care too much
about her
. He said whatever she said.
Yi Yun’s mother still insisted: “Then now, my daughter lives in Shu’s
house, that Galia what to do! If Galia was in Shu’s house, my
daughter would never live in Shu’s house again.
We are domestic servants, even if we are poor and dead, and our
status is low enough to dust, we still have backbone!
Is Yi Yun home now?
If she gets home, you give her the phone and I’ll let her move out!
Move out now!
Let her come back in a few days. From now on, we have nothing to do
with the Shu family! “
Darius: “Mother Yi Chen…”

“It’s okay, Mother Yi Chen, let Yi Yun live here, I don’t live in Shu’s
house these days. “I don’t know when, Galia came behind Darius,
grabbed the phone from Darius’s hand, and said.
Darius: “Galia, what are you talking about!” This is your home! But on
the other end of the phone, Yi Yun’s mother said, “
Okay! This is what you said, my daughter doesn’t want to see you!
But we have no intention of staying at Shu’s house without shame!
My daughter will book a flight as soon as possible and come back as
soon as possible.
Just three or two days!
I hope you will tolerate two days, young mistress!
You have a family in Nancheng to go back to, but our Yiyun is in
Nancheng, only the Shu family, please also ask Haihan! Galia said
calmly: “
I know, I will go back to my parents’ house now, and my husband and
my parents-in-law will definitely take good care of Yi Yun.”
Galia hung up the phone automatically. Immediately
afterwards, Darius and her parents-in-law looked at Galia.
Especially her mother-in-law: “Galia, good boy, that’s not what Mom
and Dad mean, we, we can rent the best price for Yi Yun. The hotel,
anyway, she only has three or two days. Galia looked at her
mother-in-law with
a smile: “Mom, Dad, I know that you are all very kind to me, and Ah
Zhen.” You love me so much, I know it.
But now the Shu family is an eventful time.
Grandpa just came to the world.
The same thing happened to the three brothers a few days ago, and
now the Shu family really can’t do anything else.

Especially Yi Yun.
It is true that three generations of their family have been domestic
servants in our family. Yi Yun’s grandfather saved my grandma’s life.
We must not forget this kindness.
Especially after my grandfather died.
Otherwise, the entire Nancheng will spurn us.
Just two or three days, a week at most, I will go back to my parents’
house and it will be fine, my parents.
We are a family and we can discuss everything.
We are united now. “
Don’t look at Galia’s usual Little Pepper, Little Sweet, who doesn’t
worry about anything, only knows that she is spoiled, and looks very
ignorant. But
I didn’t expect that at this moment, she was so sensible.
Shu Ming put Galia in his arms: “Daughter-in-law, I know that I didn’t
marry the wrong person, I didn’t marry the wrong person. My
parents-in-law also held her in their arms, treating her like their own
daughter: “Good child , good boy, thank you mom and dad. good boy.
Galia said
goodbye to her in-laws and Darius with tears in her eyes: “Mom and
Dad, husband, I will go back to my parents’ house for a few days, and
I will come back when Yi Yun is gone. All
three nodded with red eyes.
Galia walked out of the gate of Shu’s house with her bag in hand.
Here, in a parked car not far from the gate of Shu’s house, several
people immediately screamed.
Especially Yi Yun: “It’s done! The first step of our plan was successful,
now can I seduce brother Ming Zhen unscrupulously? “

